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Abstract The Lepontine dome represents a unique region
in the arc of the Central and Western Alps, where complex
fold structures of upper amphibolite facies grade of the
deepest stage of the orogenic belt are exposed in a tectonic
half-window. The NW-verging Mont Blanc, Aar und Gott-
hard basement folds and the Lower Penninic gneiss nappes of
the Central Alps were formed by ductile detachment of the
upper European crust during its Late Eocene–Early Oligo-
cene SE-directed underthrust below the upper Penninic and
Austroalpine thrusts and the Adriatic plate. Four underthrust
zones are distinguished in the NW-verging stack of Alpine
fold nappes and thrusts: the Canavese, Piemont, Valais and
Adula zones. Up to three schistosities S1–S3, folds F1–F3 and
a stretching lineation XI with top-to-NW shear indicators
were developed in the F1–F3 fold nappes. Spectacular F4
transverse folds, the SW-verging Verzasca, Maggia, Ziccher,
Alpe Bosa and Wandfluhhorn anticlines and synclines over-
print the Alpine nappe stack. Their formation under
amphibolite facies grade was related to late ductile folding of
the southern nappe roots during dextral displacement of the
Adriatic indenter. The transverse folding F4 was followed
since 30 Ma by the pull-apart exhumation and erosion of the
Lepontine dome. This occurred coevally with the formation
of the dextral ductile Simplon shear zone, the S-verging
backfolding F5 and the formation of the southern steep belt.
Exhumation continued after 18 Ma with movement on the
brittle Rhone-Simplon detachment, accompanied by the N-,
NW- and W-directed Helvetic and Dauphine´ thrusts. The
dextral shear is dated by the 29–25 Ma crustal-derived aplite
and pegmatite intrusions in the southern steep belt. The
cooling by uplift and erosion of the Tertiary migmatites of the
Bellinzona region occurred between 22 and 18 Ma followed
by the exhumation of the Toce dome on the brittle Rhone–
Simplon fault since 18 Ma.
Keywords Switzerland  Italy  Alpine orogeny 
Tertiary fold structures  Gneiss dome  Geochronology
1 Introduction
The Lepontine gneiss dome of the Central Alps represents an
exceptional outcrop of a collisional mountain belt. The Le-
pontine dome is defined by the area of Tertiary amphibolite
facies metamorphism and consists of basement nappes sepa-
rated by their Mesozoic cover series of the deepest tectonic
level of the Central Alpine structural culmination (Fig. 1). This
dome structure is unique in the Western and Central Alpine arc.
Another dome structure with an amphibolite facies gneiss core
is exposed in the Tauern window of the Eastern Alps (e.g.
Schmid et al. 2004). In the Lepontine dome the transition from
the more simple thrust structures of the high tectonic lid to the
deepest tectonic amphibolite facies units with their ductile fold
structures can be studied in continuous profiles. Complex fold
interference structures are exposed in a tectonic half-window
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of the deeply eroded gneiss dome located between the Toce
and Ticino rivers, limited to the south by the Canavese and
Tonale faults of the Insubric line.
The aims of this paper are (1) to describe and decipher
the geometry of the structures of the Lepontine Alps and
(2) to discuss a revised tectonic and kinematic model in the
light of recent field investigations, together with a compi-
lation of structural data collected by the authors. The
classic geological documents of the early twenty century
(Preiswerk et al. 1934; Niggli et al. 1936; Wenk 1955) have
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Fig. 1 Oligocene and Neogene structures and metamorphism of the
Central and Western Alps, modified after Frey et al. (1999), Steck et al.
(2001) and Oberha¨nsli (2004) showing the location of the structural map
of the central Lepontine Alps (Fig. 2) and the cross-section A–A’ (see
also Fig. 8). The zones of the Late Cretaceous and Eocene high-pressure
metamorphism are not represented. It is suggested that the anchizone-
greenschist facies limit, corresponding to a temperature of about 300 C
represents an important rheological boundary in the quartz-rich granitic
European crust that controls the position of the frontal NW verging and
en echelon Belledonne, Mont Blanc and Aar F2 basement folds in the
zone of NW–SE directed Alpine compression between the European and
Adriatic plates. The greenschist-amphibolite facies boundary which
delimits the Lepontine dome is defined by the reaction: albite An
0–3 ? epidote ? hornblende = oligoclas An [17 ? hornblende
(Wenk and Keller 1969; Steck 2008). The Adamello gabbros, diorites
and granites (Ad), 32–29 Ma Bergell tonalites and granites (Be),
31–30 Ma Biella pluton (Bi) and Traversella diorite (Tr) are Oligocene
mantle-derived intrusions located along the Insubric line, the limit
between the European and Adriatic plates (Beccaluva et al. 1983;
Reusser 1987; Romer et al. 1996; Berger et al. 2012; Kapferer et al.
2012). The dextral Rhoˆne-Simplon fault continues to the west in the
Chamonix zone and after new observations by Daniel Egli (personnel
communication) also along the Penninic front to the east of the Mont
Blanc massif. (1) Oligocene–Miocene greenschist facies metamor-
phism, (2) Oligocene–Miocene amphibolite facies metamorphism, (3)
Mantle derived dioritic magmatism
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been completed with detailed geological maps at a scale of
1:25,000, i.e. Campo Tencia (Keller et al. 1980), Bellin-
zona (Baechlin et al. 1974) and Valli Vigezzo, Fenecchio e
Basso Isorno (Bigioggero et al. 1981a, b), and numerous
Ph.D. theses (Burckhardt 1942; Hasler 1949; Kobe 1956;
Knup 1958; Hunziker 1966; Reinhardt 1966; Wieland
1966; Keller 1968; Bianconi 1971; Colombi 1989; Brou-
wer et al. 2005; Burri 2005). In addition, the tectonic
models by Merle et al. (1989), Grujic and Mancktelow
(1996), Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005), Berger et al.
(2005), Berger and Mercolli (2006), Galli et al. (2007) and
Steck (1998, 2008) have been considered. The 1:25,000
map sheets Bosco Gurin (by Franco Della Torre and Luca
Maggini), Maggia (by Paul Gra¨ter (), Eduard Wenk ()
and Thomas Burri) and Locarno (by Alberto Colombi,
Peter Knup, Huldrich Kobe and Hans-Rudolf Pfeifer) have
been submitted for publication in the Swiss geological atlas
and are available as provisional editions.
The progress of geological knowledge has been enor-
mous since the classical descriptions of Niggli et al. (1936),
but important questions concerning the complexity of the
observed structures are still debated. Chatterjee (1961)
postulate that the formation of the Simplon nappe stack by
brittle thrusting was followed by heating, orogenic meta-
morphism and folding. Milnes (1975) (in response to
Streckeisen et al. 1974) considered steep and overturned
metamorphic isograds of the Simplon tunnel transect as
evidence for synmetamorphic ductile folding and NW-
directed thrusting. The post-nappe folding in the adjacent
Lepontine gneiss dome was recognised by Milnes (1974),
Milnes et al. (1981), Huber et al. (1980), Huber (1981),
Steck (1984, 2008), Merle et al. (1989), Grujic and
Mancktelow (1996) and Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005).
In this paper, we present a synthesis of all these data on
the complexity of the post-nappe folding in the Lepontine
dome in the form of a new tectonic map (Fig. 2, printed here
as a fold-out at the back of this issue of SJG), accompanied
by a series of structural cross-sections through the dome
(Fig. 3). The following Sect. 2 presents in detail the Lower
Penninic tectonic units within the Lepontine dome. Sec-
tion 3 gives only a brief description of the Tectonic units
surrounding the Lepontine dome (Middle–Upper Penninic,
Austroalpine and South Alpine). The Alpine structures and
metamorphism of the Lepontine dome are described in
Sect. 4. The complex structural evolution of the Lepontine
dome is discussed in the final Sect. 5.
2 Tectonic units within the Lepontine dome (Lower
Penninic)
The studied area is composed of a NW-verging stack of
basement and post-Carboniferous cover nappes. From north
to south these are: (1) the Helvetic Aar and Gotthard folds,
(2) the Lower Penninic units detached from the upper
European crust, (3) the Valais basin calc-schists, (4) the
Middle Penninic units attributed to the Brianc¸onnais domain,
(5) the Upper Penninic Antrona and Zermatt–Saas oceanic
crust elements of the Piemont ocean, (6) the Sesia zone of the
Austroalpine domain and (7) the Southern Alps forming the
northern margin of the Adriatic plate. As indicated in
Table 1, four deep underthrust zones are distinguished in the
Central Alps: (a) the Adula underthrust of the Lower Pen-
ninic (European) domain contains the eclogitic Mergoscia
and Cima Lunga units and the amphibolite facies Bosco–
Bombogno–Isorno–Orselina Zone, (b) the Valais units and
Vie`ge (Visp) Me´lange mark the Valais underthrust at the
limit of the Lower Penninic (European) and Middle Penninic
(Brianc¸onnais) domains, (c) the eclogitic Upper Penninic
Antrona and Zermatt–Saas zones are exposed in the Piemont
underthrust at the limit of the Penninic and Austroalpine
domains and (d) the Canavese underthrust represents the
limit between the Austroalpine Sesia zone with its late
Cretaceous high-pressure metamorphism and the Southern
Alps, the north-western margin of the Adriatic plate.
Most units of the Helvetic, Penninic, Austroalpine and
South Alpine domains are composed of polycyclic Caledonian
and Variscan basement gneisses that are overlain by Permian,
Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments. The Upper Penninic Ant-
rona and Zermatt–Saas zones are composed of Piemont
oceanic crust of Middle to Late Jurassic age. The regional
distribution of the different tectonic units is indicated on a
paleogeographic map of the Alpine Tethys at the Santonian
some 84 Ma ago before the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary
convergence of the European and Adriatic plates (Fig. 4). The
different tectonic units within the Lepontine dome, as distin-
guished in Table 1 and Fig. 4, are described briefly below.
2.1 The Lower Penninic units of the European domain
2.1.1 The Verampio unit
The Verampio and Leventina units are the deepest units of
the Alpine nappe stack, exposed in the Toce and Ticino
dome structures (Figs. 2, 3; Table 1). The deep seismic
study (Swiss National Foundation Project no. 20, Steck
et al. 1997; Steck 2008) confirmed the thrust sheet geom-
etry of the Verampio nappe, itself separated by an un-
named nappe (X-nappe on cross-section 3, Fig. 3) from the
root of the northern Gotthard fold nappe. The Verampio
fold nappe is composed of the 291 ± 4 Ma old Verampio
granite (U–Pb zircon age, Franc¸ois Bussy in Steck et al.
2001) intrusive in Paleozoic meta-greywackes (Baceno
schists) and separated from the higher Antigorio fold nappe
by a syncline of autochthonous Mesozoic sediments, the
Teggiolo zone (Steck et al. 1999, 2001).
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2.1.2 The Leventina nappe
The Leventina nappe is formed of a leucocratic, two micas
granite gneiss (Casasopra 1939). It occupies the hinge zone
of the NW-striking Ticino dome between Claro and Rodi-
Fiesso in the Leventina valley. It is separated from the higher
Simano nappe by a quartzitic and mylonitic shear zone that
passes at Chiggiogna in a zone of Triassic quartzite and
dolomite (Fig. 2; Ru¨tti et al. 2005; Berger et al. 2005).
2.1.3 The Antigorio nappe
The Antigorio fold nappe in the Antigorio (Toce) and
Devero valleys is composed of three granitoid intrusions:
(a) the 296 ± 2 Ma old Antigorio tonalite, (b) the domi-
nant middle to coarse grained 290 ± 4 Ma old Antigorio
granodiorite and (c) the 289 ± 4 Ma old Antigorio granite
(Bergomi et al. 2007). The Antigorio granitoids are farther
east intrusive in an older polycyclic and migmatitic
basement. The granodiorite is also intrusive in the Paleo-
zoic Baceno schist of the Devero valley and the Verampio
window. The Pioda di Crana gneiss is dominated by a
strongly foliated middle to fine grained 301 ± 4 Ma old
granite gneiss (Bergomi et al. 2007). Locally and especially
near the contact with the higher Mergoscia zone, polycyclic
micaschists and amphibolites are common. The granodio-
ritic and tonalitic Alpigia hornblende-biotite gneiss, here
attributed to the Antigorio nappe, exhibits a regular contact
with the staurolite–kyanite–garnet–micaschist of the
Campo Tencia unit of the Simano nappe (Keller et al. 1980;
Steck 1998; Berger et al. 2005). This contact may be tec-
tonic or intrusive.
2.1.4 The Teggiolo zone
The Teggiolo zone is the autochthonous sedimentary cover
of the Antigorio and Verampio nappes. Its age ranges from
Triassic to Eocene and it comprises several sedimentary
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Fig. 2 Structural map of the Lepontine Alps after field observations
by Preiswerk et al. (1934), Hasler (1949), Kobe (1956), Knup (1958),
Hunziker (1966), Wieland (1966), Keller (1968), Bianconi (1971),
Keller et al. (1980), Colombi (1989), Burri (2005), Steck (1998,
2008), Berger and Mercolli (2006), Matasci et al. (2011) and
unpublished documents by Paul Graeter () and Eduard Wenk () (A
high-resolution version of this figure appears as Electronic Supple-
mentary Material with the online version of the article and can be
found as a fold-out at the back of the printed issue)
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cycles composed of Triassic quartzites, metapelites and
dolomites, Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous marbles and
Upper Cretaceous to Tertiary flysch and wildflysch, sepa-
rated by erosive surfaces and large stratigraphic gaps. The
main mass of the Teggiolo calc-schists, whose base trun-
cates the Triassic–Jurassic cycles and the Antigorio
basement consists of flysch deposits of Late Cretaceous to
Eocene age of the North-Penninic (or Valais s.l.) basins.
Thus, the Antigorio-Teggiolo domain occupies a palaeog-
eographic position at the boundary between the Helvetic
and Penninic realms (Matasci et al. 2011). A 10 m thick
band of calcite marble exposed along the Sentiero dei
Vanisc (VANISC on map Fig. 2) is attributed to the Upper
Jurassic of the Teggiolo zone.
2.1.5 The Simano nappe
On their tectonic map of the Simano nappe, Keller et al.
(1980) distinguished a northern Campo Tencia unit com-
posed of staurolite–kyanite–garnet micaschist and biotite-
Fig. 3 Structural cross-sections through the Lepontine gneiss dome (for locations, see Fig. 2)
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plagioclase paragneiss (meta-graywacke), the latter intru-
ded by the Ganna granite gneiss, from a southern zone,
dominated by a granitic two mica augengneiss, the 300 Ma
old Verzasca gneiss (Ko¨ppel et al. 1981). A discontinuous
zone of amphibolites follows the contact of the two units.
The contact of the Campo Tencia and Verzasca units
resemble a shear zone (Keller 1968).
2.1.6 The Campolungo zone
The Campolungo sedimentary cover of the Simano base-
ment is characterised by a 1–10 m thick basal quartzite
(Lower Triassic?), a 30–100 m thick level of white and
grey graphitic dolomites (Middle Triassic?) and 8–50 m of
cargneule (Upper Triassic?) of a Triassic age overlain by
post-Triassic calc-schists. The Triassic quartzite overlies an
up to 10 m thick conglomeratic quartzitic gneiss (locally
with carbonate) of uncertain Permian age and a two mica
garnet, ±staurolite and kyanite gneiss or schist of the
Campo Tencia basement. The Campolungo zone is folded
to the west by the Mogno and to the east by the Alpe Piota
syncline (Bianconi 1971; Keller et al. 1980). In our inter-
pretation (Figs. 2, 3), the Campolungo zone does not
represent the ‘‘Mulde’’ (syncline) postulated by Hasler
(1949) nor the continuous Mogno syncline proposed by
Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005, Fig. 16).
Table 1 List of the Alpine
tectonic units from the western
and eastern Lepontine area
represented from north to south
in their respective
paleogeographic positions, with
the distinction between the
polycyclic basement (bold
letters), the related post-
Permian Mesozoic and
Cenozoic sedimentary cover
(italics) and the ophiolites (bold
letters), modified after
Geologische and Tektonische
Karte der Schweiz 1:500,000
(Spicher 1980; Swiss
Geological Survey 2005), Steck
et al. (1999, 2001), Berger and
Mercolli (2006) and Steck
(2008)
Tectonic division Western Lepontine Eastern Lepontine Alpine Suture
Verampio Leventina
Antigorio Simano
Teggiolo Campo Lungo
Sambuco - Maggia
Cristallina, Fusio, Someo, Pertusio
Valgrande, Osbarino
Pizzo del Vallone
Moncucco-Monte Leone
Pradurino, Holzerspitz
Valais underthrust
Ruginenta
Salarioli
Camughera
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Fig. 4 Palaeogeographic map
of the Alpine Tethys preceding
the Tertiary collision of Europe
and Adria (modified after
Masson 2002; Bernoulli et al.
2003; Gianreto Manatschal,
personal communication;
Galster et al. 2012). The
regional distribution of the
different continental and
oceanic units is deduced from
the kinematic model of the
Central Alps discussed in this
paper, with emphases on the
European continental margin
and the Valais basin. The green
star indicates the position of the
Sabbione basaltic volcano
(Carrupt 2002)
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2.1.7 The (eclogitic) Mergoscia and Cima Lunga units
and the (amphibolite facies) Bosco–Bombogno–
Isorno–Orselina zone
The amphibolite facies Bosco–Bombongo–Isorno–Orselina
zone replaces the former Bosco–Isorno–Orselina zone,
defined by Hunziker (1966), Wieland (1966) and adopted
by Steck (2008). The Bosco and Bombogno zones were at
first distinguished by Gru¨tter (1929), Hunziker (1966) and
Wieland (1966). New fieldwork by Franco Della Torre and
Luca Maggini provides a better knowledge and more pre-
cise limits of the two units. The Bosco unit is exposed in
the Alpe Bosa, Bosco and Wandfluhhorn region and con-
tinue as a small layer in the Isorno valley with an uncertain
southern continuation, whereas the Bombogno unit has its
southern continuation in the Bosco–Bombogno–Isorno–
Orselina zone. The Bosco unit is composed of micaschist
and leucocratic muscovite–biotite–K-feldspar–oligoclase
gneiss. The very heterogeneous zone of para- and orthog-
neisses, amphibolites, meta-gabbros, ultramafites, calc-
schists and marbles of the Bombogno unit continue to the
south into the similar Isorno zone. Wieland (1966)
observed the continuity between the Isorno and Orselina
zones across the Masera syncline, an observation that has
been confirmed by Bigioggero et al. (1981a, b) and Steck
(2008). The eclogitic Mergoscia and Cima Lunga units and
the amphibolite facies Bosco–Bombogno–Isorno–Orselina
zone have a very similar lithology and occur in the same
tectonic position on top of the Antigorio and below the
Maggia nappes to the east and below the Osbarino unit and
the Monte Leone nappe to the west, in the Wandfluhhorn–
Alpe Bosa fold structure. The delimitation of the eclogitic
Mergoscia unit from the Antigorio nappe is arbitrary and
only based on the presence or absence of rare eclogite
relicts. The very heterogeneous Mergoscia and Bosco–
Bombogno–Isorno–Orselina units are composed of poly-
cyclic basement rocks, granite gneiss, ophiolites and calc-
schists, the latter of a probable Mesozoic age. The heter-
ogeneity of these units indicates a strong deformation by
folding and boudinage of more competent layers. Only a
detailed mapping can show if the term ‘‘tectonic me´lange’’
used by Trommsdorff (1990) and Engi et al. (2001a, b) is
justified. Berger et al. (2005) attribute these units to a
Paleogene tectonic accretion channel. Contrary to them, we
distinguish in this zone, (1) the Mergoscia and Cima Lunga
units characterised by Paleogene eclogites and their relicts,
later overprinted by the Oligocene amphibolite facies
regional metamorphism, from (2) the Bosco–Bombogno–
Isorno–Orselina zone of the southern steep belt that was
only overprinted by a Oligocene amphibolite facies meta-
morphism. All these units occur in the same Adula suture
zone (cf. Fig. 4; Table 1), where they were underthrust to
different depths, metamorphosed and later extruded and
accreted. The occurrence of elements of oceanic crust
(ultramafites, metagabbros, amphibolites) and calc-schists
suggest the existence of a Cretaceous–Paleogene marine
basin that was situated between the European Antigorio
and Monte Leone nappe domains. The suggested Palaeo-
gene age of the eclogites of the Mergoscia zone is not
supported by radiometric data, but it may be similar to the
ca. 40 Ma Sm–Nd and Lu–Hf ages obtained for the Alpe
Arami and Cimalunga eclogites situated in a same tectonic
position (Becker 1993; Brouwer et al. 2005; Herwartz et al.
2011; cf. Table 1).
2.1.8 The Maggia nappe
The Sambuco and Maggia units are represented on the
Tectonic map of Switzerland (Fig. 5a; Spicher 1972, 1980;
Tektonische Karte der Schweiz, 1:500,000, 2005) and by
Grujic and Mancktelow (1996) and Maxelon and Manc-
ktelow (2005) as a unique continuous Maggia nappe. The
Campolungo sediments of the Mogno syncline are con-
nected with the Pertusio zone. However, the detailed
fieldwork of Keller et al. (1980) and Stefan Kro¨ner (per-
sonal communication) has shown that the latter connection
does not exist. The staurolite–kyanite-bearing garnet two
mica schist of the Simano nappe turn at Fusio as a con-
tinuous zone around the Mogno antiformal syncline (Fig. 3
in Steck 1998). The Maggia nappe is exposed in the two
Sambuco and Maggia klippes separated by the Antigorio
and Simano nappes. The two triple points between the
limits of the Sambuco, Antigorio and Simano and the
Antigorio, Simano and Maggia units respectively, testify of
the overthrust of the older Antigorio and Simano nappes by
the younger Maggia nappe (Figs. 2, 5c). Another solution
is a connection of the Sambuco and Maggia units through
the Alpigia granodiorite and tonalite. The Alpigia grano-
diorite and tonalite has a very similar magmatic texture
with characteristic biotite agregates as the Matorello and
Cocco intrusions (Preiswerk in Niggli et al. 1936) and may
belong to the Maggia nappe (Fig. 5b). The amphibolite
layer that separates the Alpigia pluton from the Sambuco
unit is a strange feature in this interpretation. The Maggia
nappe is composed of polycyclic basement gneisses intru-
ded by the late Carboniferous 300–304 ± 8 Ma old
Matorello and the 308 ± 7 Ma old Cocco and Ruscada
granites, granodiorites and tonalites (U–Pb zircon ages,
Bussien et al. 2011). The lithological similarity of the
Cocco and Matorello granodiorites and tonalites led Prei-
swerk (1921) and Bossard in Niggli et al. (1936) to
conclude that the Maggia nappe represents a continuous
transverse Maggia structure. Bossard considered it as a
transverse root zone between the Simano gneisses in its
roof to the east and the Antigorio–Pioda di Crana gneisses
below to the west. Bossards idea has been taken over by
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Simpson (1982), Grujic and Mancktelow (1996) and
Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005). In this paper, the view of
Keller et al. (1980) according to the geological map Campo
Tencia is adopted, which considers the Sambuco and
Maggia units representing two synformal klippes that are
separated in the region of Fusio by the Antigorio-Alpigia
gneisses and the staurolite–kyanite–garnet micaschist of
the Campo Tencia sub-unit (Fig. 2). Geopetal upside down
magmatic structures in the Matorello region were over-
turned during a younger phase of folding (Bussien et al.
2011). This observation is compatible with the interpreta-
tion of the Tertiary F2 fold nappe geometry of the Maggia
nappe. The contacts of the Sambuco unit with the Meso-
zoic calc-schist of the Campolungo cover of the Campo
Tencia unit of the Simano nappe and the Mesozoic Tegg-
iolo cover of the Antigorio basement are tectonic. The
lower contact of the Maggia nappe with the neighbouring
units is complex and also tectonic.
2.1.9 The Cristallina zone
The Cristallina zone represents the autochthonous Meso-
zoic sedimentary cover, well developed on the northern
border of the Sambuco basement. This zone has been
studied by Jean-Yves De´le`zes and Florence Lodetti for
their MSc theses at Lausanne University in the Cristallina
and Lago di Nare`t regions. This sedimentary cover is
affected to the north of the Pizzo Cristallina, together with
the higher Lebendun sediments by three phases of isoclinal
folding F1–F3 and resembles the autochthonous sedimen-
tary cover of the Helvetic Gotthard and Mont Blanc
massifs (personal communications). The sequence starts
with about 1 m of Triassic meta-arkose, quartzite and
greenish micaschist and over 5 m of dolomitic marble with
20–30 % of calcite and ends with up to 10 m of an alter-
nation of sandstone, micaschist and calc-schist with detrital
dolomite attributed to the Rhaetian. The passage to the next
over 15 m thick sequence, an alternation of micaschist,
calc-schist and marbles is gradual and ends with quartzites
with mica, garnet, staurolite and kyanite. These sediments
are attributed to the Early Jurassic. They are followed by
over 25 m thick dark graphitic micaschist with garnet,
staurolite and kyanite attributed to the Aalenian. A 350 m
long slice of the Cristallina zone is exposed at the Cimetta
Briolent (point 2,172 m and Swissmap coordinates
695.025 km/146.250 km) on the contact between the
Sambuco unit and the Campolungo zone. The Sambuco
basement to the west is overlain by 70 m of arkosic con-
glomerate of probably Permo-Carboniferous age, followed
by the Triassic composed of about 1 m of quartzite rich in
white mica, 6 m of dolomite marble, 1 m of micaceous
quartzite, 4 m of dolomite marble, followed by a 1–2 m
thick layer of a ochre collared banded sandy calcite marble
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Fig. 5 Three models for the structural relations between the Sam-
buco, Maggia, Antigorio and Simano units in the region of Peccia and
Fusio in the upper Maggia valley. a On the Tektonische Karte der
Schweiz (2005), the Sambuco and Maggia units are connected by a
strip of gneisses and the Campolungo Mesozoic sediments continue in
the zone of Pertusio. This model is contrary to Keller et al. (1980) and
new fieldwork. b In this model it is suggested that the Alpigia
granodiorite and tonalite forms an integral part of the Maggia nappe.
The Alpigia granodiorite and tonalite are similar to the Matorello and
Cocco intrusions (Gru¨tter and Preiswerk in Niggli et al. 1936). The
textures of this granitoids are characterized by biotite aggregates also
typical for the Matorello and Cocco intrusions. c On the model
proposed in this paper (Fig. 2) the Maggia and Sambuco units
represent two klippes of a single Magga nappe. The two triple points
between the Antigorio, Sambuco and Simano units to the north and
between the Antigorio, Maggia and Simano units to the south may be
explained by a younger overthrust of the Maggia–Sambuco son the
older Antigorio and Simano nappes. In any case, the Antigorio
basement with its Helvetic Mesozoic cover sequence (Teggiolo zone)
and the Simano basement with its Penninic Mesozoic sediments
(Campolungo zone) are different and the structural relations of the
Antigorio and Simano nappes are in all three models open to question.
Model c is our preferred interpretation of the Alpine structures of the
Peccia and Fusio region, but model b is also possible and cannot be
excluded
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attributed to the Lower Jurassic, the latter in tectonic
contact with the quartz-rich calc-schist of the Campolungo
zone to the east (Bianconi 1971).
2.1.10 The Fusio zone
White calcite marble occur at the village of Fusio in
decametre thick bands inside of the Sambuco basement
near the tectonic contact with the calc-schist of the
Campolungo cover of the Simano nappe. The calcite
marble outcrop in the village of Fusio contains some quartz
and mica to the west and passes to a pure white (brown–
yellow weathering) calcite marble to the east. The
sequence may be interpreted as a slice of middle to upper
Jurassic marble. No similar sediments exist in the nearby
Cristallina and Campolungo zones.
2.1.11 The Pertusio zone
The Pertusio zone is a strongly deformed zone, mainly
composed of some metres thick horizon of white quartzite
of uncertain probably Triassic age with numerous up to
some centimetres thick bands of calcite marble of a pos-
sible Upper Jurassic age that marks the limit between the
Maggia and Simano nappes between Monte Zucchero to
the south and Peccia to the north (Fig. 2; Keller et al.
1980).
2.1.12 The Someo zone
The term Someo zone is defined and restricted in this paper
in accordance with Preiswerk et al. (1934) to a decimetre to
some metres thick band of white calcite marble and asso-
ciated quartzite, micaschist and amphibolite that marks the
limit between the Mergoscia and Maggia units. It is not
possible to attribute this zone to one of the two adjacent
units. The Someo zone is composed north of Someo of an
up to 4 m thick band of white calcite marble. At its border
it is associated with centimetre to decimetre thick bands of
quartzite, amphibolite and some garnet micaschist. Two
bands of up to 60 cm thick white calcite marble are asso-
ciated with garnet micaschist and decametric bands of
amphibolite in the Maggia riverbed southeast of Brontallo
(Fig. 2; Keller et al. 1980). Eclogite relicts are missing in
the amphibolite layers of Someo and Brontallo. The new
definition of the Someo unit by Berger et al. (2005), who
associate in the Someo unit the marbles of Preiswerk’s
Someo zone with the gneiss, schists, eclogitic amphibo-
lites, ultramafites and marbles of our herein defined
Mergoscia unit, is for this reason rejected and replaced by
the original definition of Preiswerk et al. (1934). It is
speculated that the white marble of the otherwise very
different Fusio, Pertusio and Someo sedimentary sequences
may belong to a same possibly Upper Jurassic marble
horizon of the Sambuco–Maggia nappe.
2.1.13 The Lebendun nappe
The Lebendun nappe is composed of a polymictic con-
glomerate and a micaschist (‘‘schisti bruni’’, Burckhardt
1942; Burckhardt and Gu¨nthert 1957; Joos 1969). Pebbles
of Triassic dolomite testify the post-Triassic, possibly
Cretaceous age of these sediments (Rodgers and Bearth
1960; Spring et al. 1992). It occupies a large zone to the
north of the Antigorio nappe and Sambuco unit. Another up
to 50 m thick band of Lebendun conglomerate is exposed
on the mountain ridge to the north of the Pizzo di Bronzo in
the upper Valle dell’Isorno, between the Bosco zone on top
and the Antigorio gneiss at the base. The tectonic position
of the Lebendun conglomerates suggests that they have
been thrust from the south of the Maggia and the north of
the Monte Leone nappes (Fig. 4). The San Giorgio unit
occurs in a similar tectonic position in front of the Simano
nappe. It is composed of metapsammite and metapsephite
gneisses and Triassic phlogopite dolomite and cellular
dolomite and represents after Burckhardt (1942) an eastern
equivalent of the Lebendun nappe. Bianconi (1971), Berger
and Mercolli (2006) and Galster et al. (2010, 2012) propose
the San Giorgio unit as an equivalent of the Soja unit that
has nothing to do with the Lebendun unit.
2.1.14 Osbarino and Valgrande units
The Osbarino unit (named herein after the Pizzo Osbarino,
located between the Toce and Isorno valleys, Fig. 2) is
dominated by well foliated, leucocratic muscovite–biotite–
granite gneiss. It may correspond to a southwestern con-
tinuation of the Bosco unit and continue farther west in the
Valgrande gneiss. Schmidt and Preiswerk (1905) and
Wieland (1966) distinguish this gneiss as the ‘‘Lebendun’’-
Zug and consider it with the Valgrande gneiss as the
basement of the Lebendun conglomerates. We propose that
the Valgrande gneiss represents the basement of the newly
defined Pizzo del Vallone nappe of Mesozoic sediments
(Carrupt 2002), whereas the Mesozoic Lebendun con-
glomerate and ‘‘schisti bruni’’ are considered as a rootless
thrust sheet.
2.1.15 The Monte Leone nappe
The Monte Leone gneiss occupies the central part of the
Alpe Bosa fold, situated between the Toce, Isorno and
Bosco valleys and is separated from the Osbarino and
Bosco–Bombogno–Isorno–Orselina units by a sheet of
Mesozoic calc-schist, garnet mica schist and marble
(Figs. 2, 3). The calc-schist forms only a discontinuous
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horizon of lenses on the contact with the similar Osbarino
gneiss between Monte Crestese and Alpe Agarino (to the
west of the Toce valley). The Monte Leone unit in the
Isorno valley is composed of a tabular, fine to middle
grained biotite–K-feldspar–oligoclase gneiss (Wieland
1966). The Moncucco unit is attributed in accordance with
Milnes in Steck et al. (1979) (Milnes and Mu¨ller in Tru¨mpy
1980) to the Monte Leone nappe. The 271 ± 4.8 Ma (Rb–
Sr age, Bigioggero et al. 1981a, b) old Moncucco biotite–
muscovite–K-feldspar–oligoclase-gneiss is exposed in two
quarries on the eastern (left) wall of the Valle d’Ossola, in
a symmetric position to the axial trace and a paragneiss in
the centre of the Vanzone anticline situated behind the
Trattoria Isola on the Masera-Beura road (Fig. 2; Steck
2008). The Holzerpitz Mesozoic sedimentary cover of the
Monte Leone nappe was studied by Carrupt (2002) is not
exposed in the studied area (Fig. 2).
2.1.16 The Valais units
A large mass of calc-schists is exposed to the north of the
Monte Leone and Lebendun nappes, representing the sed-
iments of the Valais basin, of mainly Cretaceous and
Palaeogene age. 40–35 Ma is given by Paleocene–Eocene
Radiolarian in Sion–Courmayeur zone near Sion (Bagnoud
et al. 1998). Berger and Mercolli (2006) attributed them to
the Grava nappe and another part to the San Giacomo unit.
The latter are related to the Sion–Coumayeur zone farther
west.
3 Tectonic units surrounding the Lepontine dome
(Middle–Upper Penninic, Austroalpine, South
Alpine)
This third chapter gives a brief description of the higher
tectonic units of the Middle–Upper Penninic, Austroalpine
and South Alpine domains that are involved in the struc-
tural evolution of the Lepontine gneiss dome. The
complete analysis of the structural evolution of these
internal Alpine tectonic units lies outside this study.
3.1 The Ruginenta and Camughera units
The Ruginenta and Camughera units (Steck 2008) are in
accordance with Milnes in Steck et al. (1979) (Milnes and
Mu¨ller in Tru¨mpy 1980) correlated respectively with the
Berisal–Upper Stalden and Siviez–Mischabel nappes
(Escher et al. 1997; Steck et al. 2001; Steck 2008). Both
units are composed of strongly foliated coarse-grained,
biotite augengneiss and polycyclic basement gneiss. The
Carboniferous and Triassic Salarioli sedimentary cover of
the Ruginenta basement (Steck 2008) is not exposed in the
herein studied area. Sartori et al. (2006) and Genier et al.
(2008) suggest that the Upper Stalden and Berisal gneiss
represent the basement of the Zone Houille`re.
3.2 The Monte Rosa nappe
The Monte Rosa nappe, exposed to the west of the area
described in this paper, was studied in detail by Bearth
(1952) and between the Ossola valley and the Loana valley
by Reinhardt (1966). The Monte Rosa nappe is composed
in the southern steep belt of a coarse-grained biotite–K-
feldspar–oligoclase augengneiss. It is dated by Pawlig and
Baumgartner (2001) (U–Pb zircon age) at 302 ± 6 Ma. On
the left side of the Valle d’Ossola, in the Rio di Menta
valley, it contains a band of staurolite–kyanite–garnet–
muscovite–biotite schist that reveals the F3 anticlinal fold
structure in the root of the Monte Rosa nappe (dashed lines
Fig. 6 Steregrams of selected Alpine fold structures in the Lepontine
gneiss dome (equal area projection, lower hemisphere): 1 the Monte
Rosa F3 anticline, 2 the Maggia F4 syncline, 3 the Alpe Bosa fold
F4a, 4 the Wandfluhhorn fold F4b, 5 the Masera syncline F6 and 6
the Salmone anticline F6 (see localities 1 – 6 on Figs. 2 and 7).
Symbols for schistosity and axial surface represent the poles to these
planar structures
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on Fig. 2, stereogram 1 on Fig. 6; see Reinhardt 1966;
Steck 1984). No relicts of the Eocene high-pressure
metamorphism have been found in the root zone of the
Monte Rosa nappe between the Toce River and Locarno.
3.3 The Antrona and Zermatt–Saas Fee zones
These two units are composed of Alpine ophiolites with
eclogite relicts (Colombi 1989; Pfeifer et al. 1991). The
163.1 ± 2.4 and 158 ± 17 Ma old Antrona ophiolite
(SHRIMP U–Pb zircon ages, Liati et al. 2005) is cut by the
Centovalli fault to the south of Druogno in the Valle
Vigezzo. In contrast, the 164 ± 2.7 and 163.5 ± 1.8 Ma
(SHRIMP U–Pb zircon ages, Rubatto et al. 1998) old,
Early–Late Jurassic, Zermatt–Saas Fee ophiolites continue
farther east on the southern border of the Monte Rosa
gneiss, up to the Maggia alluvial delta, and ends there,
together with the Monte Rosa nappe, and the Sesia and
Canavese zones being cut by dextral faults (‘‘Riedel
faults’’) of the Centovalli and Tonale fault system (Pfeifer
et al. 1991). Gebauer (1999) and Amato et al. (1999) dated
the Middle Eocene high-pressure metamorphism of the
Zermatt–Saas Fee zone to be around 50–40 Ma. The
structure and stratigraphy of the Zermatt–Saas Fee and
Antrona ophiolitic nappes exposed to the west of the
Lepontine gneiss dome was described by Bearth (1967,
1973), Dal Piaz (1965), Sartori (1987). The metamorphic
petrology and geochemistry of the mafic rocks of the
Antrona and Zermatt–Saas Fee units, exposed in the root
zone between Antronapiana to the west and Locarno, was
studied by Colombi (1989).
3.4 The Sesia zone
The Sesia zone is composed of polycyclic basement
gneisses and intruded by late Carboniferous to Early
Permian granites and gabbros (Reinhardt 1966; gabbro
d’Anzasca, 288 ?2/-4 Ma, U–Pb zircon age, Bussy et al.
1998). The gabbro and granite gneisses of the ‘‘Maia-Zug’’
were mapped and described for the first time by Walther
(1950) in the area of Arcegno–Losone and according to the
mapping by Hans-Rudolf Pfeifer are frequently found on
the south side of the Vigezzo valley and Centovalli. These
rocks of the ‘‘Maia-Zug’’ seem to correspond to the same
zone. Black and white marbles are exposed in the upper
Valle di Remo to the south of the Centovalli and near
Bedruscio to the west of Arcegno. They represent the
probably Mesozoic cover of the Sesia basement zone.
3.5 The Southern Alps
The Southern Alps form the northwestern border of the
Adriatic plate, limited to the northwest from the Sesia zone
by the alpine Canavese fault. The Southern Alps are
composed of the Canavese zone, the Ivrea–Verbano zone
and the Strona–Ceneri zone, delimited by the alpine
S. Lorenzo–Loro fault, named herein after the localities
S. Lorenzo to the north of Ascona and to the west of the
Maggia river and the chapel of Loro in the Valle d’Ossola
(Fig. 2; Zingg et al. 1990).
3.5.1 The Canavese zone
The rocks of the Canavese zone are together with the
southern part of the Sesia zone and the northern border of
the Ivrea zone in the neighbourhood of the alpine Canavese
and S. Lorenzo–Loro faults strongly deformed into mylo-
nites (Schmid et al. 1989; Zingg et al. 1990). A
stratigraphic section through the Paleozoic basement and
its sedimentary cover was identified in the Valle Loana.
The Canavese zone is composed from south to the north of
an amphibolite facies basement gneiss (named Scaredi
formation in the Loana Valley) and its autochthonous
sedimentary cover, composed of a some decametres thick
basal level of probably Permian conglomerate and micro-
conglomerate, decimetre to metre thick Triassic white
calcite and dolomite marbles, intruded by basaltic dikes
and some decametres of a Liassic black sandy marble
(Steck et al. 2001). The Canavese zone is attributed
according to Ferrando et al. (2004) to the Southern Alps.
3.5.2 The Ivrea–Verbano zone
The mafic main body (‘‘basischer Hauptzug’’, e.g. Zingg
et al. 1990) of the Ivrea zone is composed of bronzite–
diopside–hornblende (±garnet)-anorthite-amphibolites and
phlogopite and hornblende lherzolites associated with
stronalites (granulite facies quartz–sillimanite–garnet–an-
orthoclase rocks). Rare marbles are distinguished by the
occurrence of diopside and olivine from the greenschist to
lower amphibolite facies Triassic marbles of the Canavese
zone. The Ivrea–Verbano zone represents a polycyclic
lower crust basement, overprinted by a Permian granulite
facies high temperature and low-pressure regional meta-
morphism, dated of 290 Ma by Henk et al. (1997) (U–Pb
monazite age). The high temperature Permian crystallisa-
tion and chemical homogenisation excludes the radiometric
dating of older metamorphic phases. A Tertiary greenschist
facies overprint associated to shear zones and folds is
observed over 1 km inside of the northern part of the Iv-
rea–Verbano zone. The Variscan higher amphibolite facies
Finero antiform was during the Tertiary alpine compres-
sion, together with the S. Lorenzo–Loro and Canavese
faults, deformed by an alpine F6 greenschist facies fold
(Fig. 2; Steck and Tie`che 1976). Wolff et al. (2012) discuss
the cooling and exhumation history of the Ivrea–Verbano
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Zone using K/Ar dating of mica and illite-rich fault gouges
as well as zircon fission track and (U–Th)/He thermo-
chronology, including the adjacent Sesia–Lanzo Zone and
Penninic nappes. The exhumation of the Ivrea Zone took
place in three steps. (A) During the Middle Jurassic time
the Ivrea zone was exhumed to shallow crustal position by
crustal extension. (B) A minor cooling event of the Late
Eocene is dated by *38 Ma zircon fission track ages.
(C) The final exhumation is documented by ca. 14 Ma
zircon (U–Th)/He ages and a 12.8 Ma K/Ar fault gouge
age. The latter fault gouge age is in accordance of the
14–4 Ma age of fault gouges of the Centovalli Line
obtained by Surace et al. (2011). The tectonics of the Ivrea
zone was discussed by Zingg et al. (1990), Handy and
Zingg (1991), Henk et al. (1997) and Handy et al. (1999).
A further discussion of the tectonics of the Southern Alps
lies outside of this study.
4 Alpine structures and metamorphism
4.1 The NW-verging Alpine nappe stack and F1–F3
folds
The NW-verging stack of Alpine nappes is best exposed in
the classic Simplon transect to the west of the Toce dome
and in the Simplon railway tunnel (Schardt 1903; Schmidt
and Preiswerk 1905; Argand 1911; Milnes 1973; Steck
et al. 1979, 1997; Steck 1984, 1990, 2008, Fig. 5; Escher
et al. 1993; Genier et al. 2008; cross-section 3 on Fig. 3).
Units such as the NW-directed Aar and Gotthard folds, the
X-nappe, the Verampio, Antigorio, Monte Leone nappes
have been formed by ductile detachment of the upper
European crust during its underthrust to the SE below the
upper Penninic and Austroalpine thrust sheets and the
Adriatic plate (Steck 1984, 2008; Escher et al. 1993; Epard
and Escher 1996; Escher and Beaumont 1997). The ductile
deformation occurred at temperatures of 300 C in the
Lo¨tschen valley, the northern border of the Aar massif fold
and over 650 C in the Verampio window and the southern
steep belt (Fig. 1; Frank 1983; Engi et al. 1995, 2001; Burri
et al. 2005; Herwegh and Pfiffner 2005). Up to three
schistosities (S1–S3) were developed during a progressive
rotational deformation as axial surface schistosities S1 and
S2 and as younger steeper SE-dipping schistosity S3 of the
fold nappes and thrusts (Figs. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8; Steck 1984;
Matasci et al. 2011). Matasci et al. (2011) described in the
Pizzo Castello section the F3 folds with their axial surface
that crosses as a discordant structure the Antigorio gneiss,
its autochthonous Mesozoic Teggiolo sedimentary cover
and the higher Sambuco (Maggia) basement gneiss (cross-
section 2 on Fig. 3). A SE-plunging stretching lineation
named XI (Steck 1980, 1984, 1990), with top-to-NW shear
indicators parallel to a dominant direction of simple shear,
was developed on the XY schistosity planes S1–S3. The
autochthonous Mesozoic sedimentary cover sequences, the
Teggiolo sediments of the Verampio and Antigorio nappes,
the Campolungo sediments of the Simano nappe and the
Cristallina sediments of the Maggia nappe were accumu-
lated in the frontal NW-verging F2 fold hinges by the
simple shear dominated thrusting (Figs. 2, 3). The syn-
metamorphic middle Penninic Siviez Mischabel nappe
emplacement has been dated to 40–35 Ma (40Ar/39Ar white
mica in Triassic quartzites, Markley et al. 1998). The
Lower Penninic nappes and the Aar and Gotthard basement
folds are younger, also younger than the Cimalunga and
Adula high-pressure metamorphism, dated by Becker
(1993) (Sm–Nd mineral ages) and Herwartz et al. (2011)
(Lu–Hf mineral ages) at about 42–37 Ma. This lower
Pennine nappe emplacement must also be older than the
32 Ma zircon ages in the Adula nappe (Liati et al. 2009)
and the 33–29 Ma porphyritic, 29–25 Ma aplitic and peg-
matitic dikes and 32–22 Ma migmatites of the southern
steep belt (Romer et al. 1996; Scha¨rer et al. 1996; Rubatto
et al. 2009; see Table 2). More complex are the structures
and evolution of the higher and older Monte Rosa, Zerm-
att–Saas Fee, Antrona and Sesia thrust sheets, not treated in
this study.
Four deep zones of underthrust, extrusion and accretion
were developed from the south to the north in the Alpine
orogeny (Fig. 4; Table 1).
1. 1. Alpine subduction started in the Western Alps with
the underthrust of the Sesia zone below the Canavese
zone of the Southern Alps (Dal Piaz et al. 2001; Babist
et al. 2007; Handy et al. 2010). It is dated by its Late
Cretaceous 75–65 Ma high-pressure metamorphism
(Ducheˆne et al. 1997; Ruffet et al. 1997; Rubatto et al.
1998; Konrad-Schmolke et al. 2006). The extrusion by
63 Ma and accretion of the Sesia zone on the Canavese
zone and Southern Alps was followed by
2. The underthrust of the Piemont oceanic crust starts
with the underthrust, extrusion and accretion of the
southern Tsate´ unit followed by the up to 100 km deep
underthrust of the Zermatt Saas Fee and Antrona
ophiolites with their Eocene 50–40 Ma eclogitic
Fig. 7 Overview of the axial traces of Alpine fold structures in the
Lepontine gneiss dome (extracted from Fig. 2). Note that only a
selection of axial traces of the F2–F3 recumbent folds are represented
on this figure. The cross-sections on Fig. 3 give more complete
information on these phases of folding. Anticline is named on Figs. 2
and 7 an upward closing fold and syncline is named a downward
closing fold at the moment of their formation. A synformal anticline
is an over turned anticline and an antiformal syncline an over turned
syncline. The stratigraphic age relationships can only be used for the
definition of anticlines and synclines in the case of F1–F3 folds that
deform the Paleozoic basement-Mesozoic sedimentary cover contacts
c
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metamorphism (with coesite, Reinecke 1998; Gebauer
1999; Amato et al. 1999; Lapen et al. 2003), situated to
the north of the Tsate´ unit and the Austroalpine Sesia
zone. The beginning of subduction of the Piemont
ocean floor was probably older than the metamorphism
as indicated by youngest Late Cretaceous wildflysch
deposits in the Gets nappe (Bill et al. 1997, 2001) and
Arosa unit (Handy et al. 2010).
3. The Valais underthrust is characterised by calc-schists
(contourite deposits) with their high pressure-low tem-
perature metamorphism, that must be of about
40–35 Ma, younger than the Palaeocene–Eocene Radi-
olarians in carpholite–chloritoid-bearing Valais
metasediments of the Central Alps (Bagnoud et al.
1998; Bousquet et al. 2002), situated between the
European Monte Leone nappe and the Brianc¸onnais
Zone Houille`re, Berisal and Siviez Mischabel nappes.
Hammerschmidt and Frank (1991) determined 3T-poly-
type phengite relicts of a high-pressure metamorphism
overprinted by a regional amphibolite facies metamor-
phism, with 2 M-polytype muscovite in the Monte Leone
nappe, supporting a deep underthrust of this unit.
U-Pb zircon    HT crystallisation
Rb-Sr white mica  ~500 ± 50°C
K-Ar white mica    ~350 ± 50°C
Rb-Sr biotite         ~300 ± 50°C
K-Ar biotite           ~300 ± 50°C
FT zircon              ~225 ± 20°C
FT apatite             ~120 ± 10°C
Cooling ages:
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Fig. 8 Cooling ages and rates of the Lepontine gneiss dome (A–A’
on Fig. 1) modified after Fig. 12 in Steck and Hunziker (1994;
Campani 2011), completed by U–Pb zircon dating of Liati et al.
(2009) and Rubatto et al. (2009). (1) High temperature crystallisation
(resetting) of zircon in the Adula nappe (Liati et al. 2009). (2)
Crystallisation of zircon in Tertiary migmatite leucosome from
Bellizona (20 km to the south of profile A–A’; Rubatto et al. 2009).
Note that the progressive cooling below 500 C started during and
after Lower Penninic nappe emplacement some 38 Ma ago at the
western and eastern border of the Lepontine dome and was followed
by the rapid cooling some 26 Ma ago of the Verzasca F4 anticline
(Hurford 1986). 32 Ma zircon U–Pb resetting in the Adula nappe and
32–22 Ma zircon crystallisation in the southern steep belt testify of
temperatures of over 650 C until 22 Ma (Rubatto et al. 2009).
Accelerated cooling continued by uplift and erosion of 50 C/Ma
between 23 and 18 Ma of the Ticino dome to the E and followed by
the rapid cooling of the Toce dome to the W, with phases of
accelerated cooling by detachment on the Rhone–Simplon low angle
normal fault of 37.5 C/Ma between 18–15 and 12–10 Ma and 40 C/
Ma since 4 Ma. The U–Pb monazite ages obtained by Ko¨ppel et al.
(1981) suggest a cooling (resetting?) temperature of *450 ± 50 C
(Steck and Hunziker 1994). The Antigorio and Simano nappes are
distinguished in red and orange–yellow colour on the cross-section
A–A’. They occur in the same tectonic position in the Alpine nappe
stack, but the structural relation of the two units is still problematic
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4. The deep Adula, Cimalunga and Mergoscia under-
thrust occurred inside the European crust between the
Antigorio and Simano unites, to the north, and the
Bosco–Bombogno–Isorno–Orselina, Osbarino, Monte
Leone and Maggia units, to the south. *40 Ma Sm–
Nd and Lu–Hf ages were obtained for the Alpe Arami
and Cimalunga eclogites (Becker 1993; Brouwer et al.
2005; Herwartz et al. 2011). This model of the alpine
convergence of Adria with the European plate is in
agreement with the plate-kinematic model proposed by
Handy et al. (2010).
4.2 The transverse, SW-verging Verzasca, Maggia,
Ziccher, Alpe Bosa and Wandfluhhorn F4 folds
Post-nappe transverse structures may be described as a
succession of SW-verging F4 folds: the Verzasca anticline,
Maggia syncline, Ziccher anticline, Alpe Bosa (F4a) and
Wandfluhhorn (F4b) synclines (Figs. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8). The fold
axis F4 developed parallel to the pre-existing XI stretching
lineation of the top-to-NW directed nappe shearing. This
development of folds parallel to an older stretching linea-
tion is difficult to explain. Klaper (1988) according to
Cobbold and Watkinson (1981) suggested a mechanism in
which the rheological bending anisotropy of a folded layer
may control the orientation of younger fold axis. The top-
to-N shear indicators of the Verzasca anticline are rotated
in its lower limb to a reversed top-to-S shear during folding
(Allaz et al. 2005), whereas in the case of the Alpe Bosa
and Wandfluhhorn NE-closing synclines, the top-to-NW
shear indicators of the Antigorio gneiss in the Toce valley
were rotated around the fold axis, resulting in a reversed
top-to-E shear in the upper fold limb in the Bosco region.
The staurolite of metapelites of the Bombogno, Campo
Tencia and Sambuco units crystallises before and after the
transverse F4 folding as also observed by Galli et al. (2007)
(F3 in Galli et al.). There is no indication of an important
retrograde greenschist facies crystallisation during this
phase of deformation, as proposed by Merle et al. (1986,
1989). The amplitude of the transverse folds increases
drastically from north to south with the increase of the
metamorphic grade and rock ductility with depth. The large
Cana F4-arch or vault of the Campo Tencia region devel-
ops southwards to the SW-verging Verzasca anticline
exhibiting a style of similar folding (Figs. 3, 7). The sev-
eral hundred metres amplitude of the Maggia transverse
folds in the northern Sambuco spoon reaches over 5,000 m
Table 2 Chronology of the Alpine folding phases compared with the
Tertiary sedimentation, structural, magmatic and metamorphic events
of the Central Alps, modified after Steck et al. (2001) and Steck
(2008), with data from Becker (1993), Brouwer et al. (2005),
Herwartz et al. (2011) and Rubatto et al. (2009)
Ma: 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
I EOCENE  I OLIGOCENE I MIOCENE I PLIOC. I
Active normal faults: ? ~~
~~Rhône-Simplon + Centovalli faults~
Simplon dextral strike-slip zone: ~~Lepontine dome-Dent Blanche depression pull-apart~
? ~Simplon ductile shear zone~ 
Late open folds F6: ?~~~~Someo-Salmone-Masera-Ticino-Toce~~~~ 
South-east verging back folds F5: ~~~Vanzone back fold~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ I~Glishorn back fold~
South-west verging transverse folds F4:         ~~~ Verzasca, Maggia, Ziccher + Wandfluhhorn folds
-------------------------Molasse-------------------------------I~Jura thrust~
---flysch---I~~~~Prealps on Subalpine Molasse~~~~~~
North-west directed thrusts ---flysch--I~~~~~~~~~Helvetic thrusts~~~~~~~~
and folds F1-F3: ~~~ Lover Penninic fold nappes
~~~~~~ Siviez-Mischabel nappe
?----flysch-----I~~~~~~Zone Houillère on Valais flysch
---flysch---I~~~Dent Blanche + Tsaté nappes on Siviez-Mischabel nappe
Crustal derived intrusions: I------------I aplites + pegmatites
Crustal anatexis: I-------------------------I migmatite leucosomes
Mantle derived periadriatic magmatism: I-----I  andesites, trachyandesites
Tertiary   HP:  ----Zermatt-Saas--- ---Adula--
Metamorphism: Barrovian MP: --------high temperature---------------I--------------retrograde------------------- - - - - - - -
I                           EOCENE I       OLIGOCENE I      MIOCENE I PLIOC. I
Ma: 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
~~~~  = deformation ------ = formation / intrusion / sedimentation
The age data are discussed in the text
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in the Someo region. The Ziccher and Alpe Bosa folds start
to the north somewhere in the Bavona valley and the
amplitude may be over 20 km north of the Melezzo and
Melezza rivers (Valle Vigezzo and Centovalli) to the south.
The axial traces of the Alpe Bosa and Wandfluhorn
N-closing backfolds overprint the older Antigorio fold and
are not identical with the F2 axial trace of the Antigorio
nappe as proposed by Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005).
The geometry of the NW-directed isoclinal Antigorio fold
nappe with its frontal autochthonous Mesozoic Teggiolo
sedimentary cover is well exposed in the deeply eroded
Cairasca and Devero valleys sections. The isoclinal An-
tigorio F2 fold with its root in the Toce valley is situated
below the younger 25 SE-dipping F4 axial surface of the
Alpe Bosa fold (Fig. 2 and cross-section 3 on Fig. 3;
Gerlach 1869, 1883; Milnes 1973; Steck 1984, 2008;
Fig. 5). The transverse folds (F4) are in the southern steep
belt overprinted by ductile dextral shear (Fig. 1). It is
concluded that the transverse folding F4 predates the
dextral shear and the S-directed backfolding F5 and rota-
tion to vertical of the southern steep belt (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 7;
Steck and Hunziker 1994; Steck 2008).
4.2.1 The Wandfluhhorn double fold
Schmidt and Preiswerk (1905), Gru¨tter (1929), Preiswerk
et al. (1934), Hunziker (1966) and Hall (1972) described
the Wandfluhhorn fold. Klaper (1988), Steck and Hunziker
(1994) and Steck (2008) interpreted it as a N-closing
backfold. New observations by Franco Della Torre on map
sheet Bosco/Gurin revealed a N-closing complex backfold
structure created by two superposed backfolds. The older,
Alpe Bosa F4a fold is deformed by the younger Wand-
fluhhorn F4b, also S-verging fold (Figs. 3, 6, 7).
4.3 Dextral shear, S-verging folding F5, uplift
of the Lepontine dome and formation
of the southern steep belt
The southern steep belt of the Central Alps between Lo-
carno and Domodossola is overprinted by an up to 8 km
wide ductile dextral shear zone formed under amphibolite
facies conditions. The shear zone is folded after and during
continuation of dextral shear by the Vanzone backfold F5,
crosses to the west the Simplon pass and continues in the
frontal part of the Siviez-Mischabel and Pontis nappes in
the Rhone valley to the west of Visp. It is the dextral
ductile Simplon shear zone (represented in blue colour on
Fig. 1; Steck 1980, 1984, 1990, 2008; Steck and Hunziker
1994). Another branch of the ductile shear zone follows the
southern border of the Monte Rosa nappe and continues in
the low angle extensional shear zone of the Valtournanche
(Vannay and Allemann 1990; Handy et al. 2005). The
dextral and extensional Rhone–Simplon fault developed
since 18 Ma under brittle, and in its hot footwall, ductile
conditions (represented in red colour on Fig. 1; Steck and
Hunziker 1994) following the ductile extension on the
older Simplon shear zone (represented in blue colour on
Fig. 1). The older 34–18 Ma extensional structures of the
ductile Simplon shear zone are hidden and no more dis-
tinguishable in the younger 18–3 Ma ductile structures of
the Rhone–Simplon fault footwall (Figs. 1, 8; Steck and
Hunziker 1994). Already Argand (1911, 1916) distin-
guished two phases of S-verging backfolding in the Monte
Rosa massif that succeeded the NW-directed nappe
emplacement. The younger phase is Argand’s Insubric
phase of backfolding. The root of the Vanzone backfold F5
is visible on Figs. 1, 2, 7. This SE-verging backfold was
formed by a late conjugate movement opposite to the NW-
directed Penninic and Helvetic thrusts (Steck 1984, 1990;
Steck and Hunziker 1994; Escher and Beaumont 1997;
Table 2). Its formation was accompanied by the uplift of
the Lepontine dome since about 30–25 Ma (Hurford 1986;
Hunziker et al. 1992; uplift (a) on cross-sections 2 and 3 of
Fig. 3). Structural and petrological work shows that the
Vanzone backfold was formed under amphibolite facies
conditions after and during late dextral shear on the
Simplon ductile shear zone (Table 2; Steck 1984; Steck
and Hunziker 1994; Keller et al. 2005). This means that the
southern steep belt and backfold F5 were created in a
dextral shear zone of the Insubric line in the zone of con-
tinental collision.
4.4 The Oligocene porphyrites (andesites), pegmatites,
aplites and migmatites
Porphyrites (andesitic dikes) are intruding the Canavese
and Sesia zone along the Canavese fault. They are dated of
31–29 Ma (Steck and Hunziker 1994; Romer et al. 1996;
Scha¨rer et al. 1996; Table 2). They belong to the 33–29 Ma
mantle-derived magmatism like the Bergell, Biella and
Traversella granites and tonalites and Biella volcanic suite
(Fig. 1; Beccaluva et al. 1983; Trommsdorff and Niever-
gelt 1983; Reusser 1987; Trommsdorff 1990; Romer et al.
1996; Berger et al. 2012; Kapferer et al. 2012). Muscovite–
biotite pegmatites and aplites crosscut the southern steep
belt between Valle d’Ossola and the Bergell. They are
widespread in the Monte Rosa nappe and Orselina unit
between the Valle d’Ossola and Locarno. They occur also
in the Antrona and Zermatt–Saas ophiolites and more
northern regions, the Monte Leone gneiss in the Valle
dell’Isorno, the Pioda di Crana, Mergoscia, Maggia and
Simano units (Stern 1966). They are the product of crustal
melting and were dated by Romer et al. (1996) and Scha¨rer
et al. (1996) to 29–25 Ma. The ages are similar to the
*32–22 Ma SHRIMP U–Pb zircon ages of two leucosome
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samples of Tertiary migmatites from the region of Bellin-
zona and Valle d’Arbedo (Rubatto et al. 2009; Fig. 8;
Table 2). Tertiary migmatites are common in the southern
steep belt between the entrance of the Onsernone valley to
the west and the Bergell to east (Figs. 1, 2; Ha¨nny et al.
1975). They occur often in Tertiary shear zones, where the
Alpine age is undeniable. However, the distinction from
the older Variscan migmatites of the polycyclic basement
is difficult and the regional expansion of the zone of Ter-
tiary migmatites is still a matter for debate (Stern 1966;
Wenk 1970; Ha¨nny et al. 1975; Romer et al. 1996; Scha¨rer
et al. 1996; Burri et al. 2005). Dextral shear in the southern
steep belt occurred before, during and after the Oligocene
intrusions (Table 2). The deep crustal melting was related
to the formation of the dextral shear zone of the southern
steep belt, as discussed by Scha¨rer et al. (1996), Romer
et al. (1996) and Rosenberg (2004). It is probable that the
shear deformation supported fluid migration and supply,
creating the high water pressure necessary for the Tertiary
melting of pre-existing (dehydrated) Variscan migmatites,
amphibolite facies metapelites and granitoides (Scha¨rer
et al. 1996; Burri et al. 2005; Rubatto et al. 2009).
4.5 The Rhone–Simplon, Centovalli and Tonale faults
The dextral and extensional Rhone–Simplon fault developed
from 18 to 3 Mas under brittle, and in its hot footwall, ductile
conditions, following the ductile extension on the older
Simplon shear zone (Fig. 1, 8; Table 2; Steck and Hunziker
1994). The Vanzone back fold and the root of the Moncucco,
Ruginenta, Camughera gneisses and the Antrona ophiolites
are cut between Trontano, east of Domodossola and Dru-
ogno at an angle of up to 20 by the anchizonal Centovalli
fault (Fig. 2). The latter is parallel to the Orselina zone to the
north. The Centovalli fault follows, between Santa Maria
Maggiore and Intragna the northern contact of the Monte
Rosa gneiss. Conjugate W-directed dextral and N-directed
sinistral faults are associated with the dextral Centovalli
fault and indicate NW–SE compression in a dextral zone of
transpression (Figs. 2, 7; Wieland 1966; Matthias Tischler,
personal communication; Steck 2008). Surace et al. (2011)
dated the clay minerals of 9 fault gouges of the Centovalli
line with the K–Ar method of 14–4 Ma, completing the
9.1–8.3 Ma ages of Zwingmann and Mancktelow (2004).
The Monte Rosa gneiss, Zermatt–Saas ophiolites, Sesia and
Canavese zones are cut and end between Intragna and Lo-
carno on W-NW-striking dextral faults. Also the Ivrea zone
ends south of Locarno on the W-striking dextral Tonale fault
and forms there a 31–60NE-plunging, probably Tertiary F6
anticline. The disappearance of these zones must also be
explained by a late uplift of southern blocks on these dextral
faults (indicated as normal fault displacement b) on cross-
sections 2, 3 and 6 of Fig. 3).
4.6 The Ticino and Toce dome, late F6 folds
and cooling history of the Lepontine dome
The amphibolite facies transverse folds and Vanzone
backfold were overprinted during continuation of Alpine
compression by younger open F6 folds, i.e. the greenschist
facies Masera (Figs. 2, 7 and stereogram 5 on Fig. 6),
Cristallina, Campo Tencia, Ticino, Toce, Someo, Verge-
letto, Salmone (stereogram 6 on Fig. 6), Bordoglio and
Finero F6 folds. The younger Masera F6 syncline was
formed after cooling by uplift and erosion under green-
schist facies conditions in contrast to the neighbouring and
older amphibolite facies Vanzone F5 anticline (Steck
2008). The squeezing of F4–F6 folds in the southern steep
belt is illustrated on Fig. 2 and the cross-sections 1 and 2 of
Fig. 3. The Cristallina backfold is probably of a similar age
as the Aar Massif–Glishorn backfold (Figs. 1, 2; Table 2)
dated to about 10 Ma by Steck (1984), Steck and Hunziker
(1994) and Campani (2011). It may be interpreted as a SW-
verging fold conjugate to the 9–4 Ma NW-directed Jura
thrust (Table 2). The cooling history of the Lepontine
gneiss dome and its Ticino and Toce culminations is con-
strained by radiometric data (Fig. 8; Hurford 1986;
Hunziker 1969; Hunziker and Bearth 1969; Hunziker et al.
1992; Steck and Hunziker 1994; Liati et al. 2009; Rubatto
et al. 2009; Garzanti and Malusa` 2008). The cooling by
uplift and erosion started after a temperature peak reached
some 38–22 Ma ago. The 32–30 Ma Bergell tonalite to the
east of the Lepontine gneiss dome intruded at depths of
about 17 km. It cooled to 300 C some 28 Ma ago by rapid
uplift of about 7 km in 2 Ma (uplift rate *3.5 mm/a)
concomitant with erosion (Reusser 1987). The progressive
cooling of the Lepontine area to temperatures below
500 C some 38 Ma ago is indicated by Rb–Sr white mica
ages on the eastern and western border of the dome
structure. It is followed by the rapid cooling below 500 C
of the Verzasca anticline some 26 Ma ago (Fig. 8; Hurford
1986) and an accelerated cooling of 50 C/Ma of the Ti-
cino culmination between 22 and 17 Ma (Steck and
Hunziker 1994; Rubatto et al. 2009). This was followed by
the progressive cooling of the Toce culmination, farther
west, characterised by phases of accelerated cooling of
37.5 C/Ma between 18–15 and 12–10 Ma and of
40 C/Ma after 4 Ma. The latter cooling was related to the
detachment on the brittle Rhone–Simplon low angle nor-
mal fault (Figs. 1, 8; Steck and Hunziker 1994; Campani
2011). The late cooling after 10 Ma of the Ticino, Maggia
and Toce valleys constrained by apatite FT ages is dis-
cussed by Garzanti and Malusa` (2008). The en echelon
position of the three crest lines F6 of the Ticino dome
eroded by the Ticino River suggests a genetic relation
between erosion and folding (Figs. 2, 7, 8). The direction
of compression perpendicular to the fold axis is oblique to
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the Ticino River. The position of the Ticino dome and in a
similar way the Toce dome controlled probably the erosion
of the two transverse valleys. The interdependence of
updoming and valley formation may be complex, as the
rapid cooling by uplift and erosion of the dome structures
started some 22 Ma ago and was still active after the last
Alpine glaciation, some 10,000 years ago.
4.7 Late Alpine and active normal faults
N-dipping late normal faults cut the Finero anticline (Steck
and Tie`che 1976). A late uplift of the Ivrea zone relative to
the Sesia zone during the last 2 Ma has been dated using
the apatite fission track method (Yvon Fazis, personal
communication).
The Guriner Furka and Hintere Furka faults, to the south
of the Wandfluhhorn are active normal faults that displace
the glacial landforms, testifying to a phase of late Alpine
extension (Fig. 2; Table 2; Steck et al. 2001). Epidote–
chlorite–quartz veins in the Guriner Furka fault testify also
to an older lower greenschist facies event.
5 Discussion
5.1 Overall history of the study area
The complex structures of the Central Alps result from the
Tertiary southeast directed underthrust and collision of the
European plate with the Adriatic plate indenter. The
Helvetic nappes and the Lower–Middle Penninic basement
fold nappes were formed by ductile detachment of the
upper European crust, during its SE-directed underthrust
below the upper Penninic and Austroalpine thrust sheets
and the Adriatic plate. It is not possible to estimate the
NW–SE shortening of the Alpine nappe stack because of
material lost by erosion and subduction (Steck 2008). The
style of deformation of the basement gneisses was con-
trolled by their temperature-dependent rheology. It is
suggested that the anchizone-greenschist facies limit, cor-
responding to a temperature of about 300 C, represents an
important rheological boundary in the quartz-rich granitic
European crust that determined the position of the frontal
NW-verging Belledonne, Mont Blanc and Aar F2 basement
folds (Steck 1968, 1984; Voll 1976). The en echelon
position of the frontal folds was controlled by a slightly
oblique direction of compression relative to the 300 C
isotherm trace (Fig. 1; Steck et al. 1989, 1999, 2001). The
Rawil depression situated between the Mont Blanc and Aar
en echelon basement folds, was overprinted by WNW-
oriented dextral strike-slip faults (e.g. Rezli fault zone,
Gasser and Mancktelow 2010) during the younger, brittle,
Rhone–Simplon fault deformation. The Lower Penninic
Antigorio, Simano and Maggia basement fold nappes
accumulated by ductile shear on their frontal NW-verging
F2 fold hinges their autochthonous Mesozoic sedimentary
cover, the Teggiolo, Campolungo and Cristallina sedi-
mentary covers, respectively. The high ductility of the
amphibolite facies Lepontine gneisses deformed under
temperatures of 550–650 C allowed the younger forma-
tion, SW-directed overthrust and squeezing of the
transverse Verzasca, Maggia, Ziccher, Alpe Bosa and
Wandfluhhorn folds below the front of the west driving
Adriatic indenter. Already Steck et al. (2001) and Maxelon
and Mancktelow (2005) (Fig. 25 and 26) recognized the
spectacular over 20 km amplitude of the Pioda di Crana
basement backfold in the Antigorio nappe (Ziccher anti-
cline on Figs. 2, 3, 7). It is however important to note that
the axial traces of the F4a Alpe Bosa and F4b Wandfluh-
horn north closing folds are not identical with the axial
surface of the frontal NW-verging Antigorio F2 fold-nappe
as proposed by Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005). The
isoclinal NW-verging F2 fold geometry of the Antigorio
recumbent fold nappe, with its frontal Mesozoic sedimen-
tary cover, the Teggiolo zone, is undeniably preserved in
the natural Valle Cairasca, Valle Devero and Simplon
railway tunnel geological sections (Gerlach 1869, 1883;
Schardt 1903; Schmidt and Preiswerk 1905; Milnes 1973,
1974; Steck 1984, 2008; Fig. 5; geological section on
Fig. 3). The Pioda di Crana (Ziccher anticline) S-verging
backfold is a younger east plunging F4 structure developed
farther east on the upper limb of the pre-existing, NW-
verging Antigorio F2 fold nappe. It was formed during
SW-directed overthrust of higher Penninic, Austroalpine
and South Alpine units tangent to the Canavese fault in the
southern root zone of the Central Alpine nappes.
5.2 Importance of the Maggia transverse structure
The most controversial question concerns the significance
of the Sambuco–Maggia and Wandfluhhorn transverse
structures. Is the Maggia transverse structure a syncline, as
interpreted by Preiswerk (1921), Preiswerk et al. (1934);
Niggli et al. 1936), Steck (1998, 2008) and Berger et al.
(2005), or a root zone between a higher Simano nappe and
the lower Antgorio nappe as discussed by Bossard in
Preiswerk et al. (1934), Simpson (1982), Grujic and
Mancktelow (1996), Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005) and
Ru¨tti et al. (2005)? The structural map (Fig. 2) and the
cross-sections (Fig. 3) show that the Sambuco spoon and
the Maggia syncline are two klippes of a single Maggia
nappe which was situated on top of Mesozoic sediments in
the case of the Sambuco spoon and on top of the deeper
Mergoscia and Antigorio nappes to the west and the Cima
Lunga and Simano nappes to the east. Berger et al. (2005)
consider the Sambuco spoon and the Maggia syncline as
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two klippes, but the former belonging to the European and
the latter to the Brianc¸onnais domain. The affinity of the
Mesozoic Cristallina cover of the Sambuco unit to the
Helvetic sedimentary covers of the Gotthard and Mont
Blanc massifs suggests that the Sambuco unit with its
southern continuation in the Maggia unit belong together to
the European domain.
The question of a Maggia root or a Maggia syncline is
therefore still under discussion. It depends on Topic (A).
The interpretation of the geological structures around Fu-
sio, mapped by Keller et al. (1980) and Kro¨ner (2000) and
on Topic B) The geometry of the internal fold structures of
the Maggia nappe.
Concerning A), it is to note that the Triassic to Creta-
ceous sediments of the Mogno syncline form an
autochthonous contact with the staurolite–kyanite–garnet
mica schist of the Campo Tencia unit. The 20–40 south-
east plunging axis indicate the antiformal geometry of the
Mogno syncline (Figs. 2, 7). The twofold hinges of the
antiformal syncline are also corroborated by the southern
continuation of Triassic dolomite as two 50 and 60 m thick
layers cut at depth at an altitude of 1,130 m and the
Swiss map coordinates (693.400 km/141.900 km and
694.410 km/141.480 km) by the Valle di Prato–Camblee
(Valle Maggia) water tunnel (unpublished data of E. Dal
Vesco, reported by Franz Keller). The constructed fold
axes of the northwestern antiform gives a value of C146/
B28 and of the southeastern antiform of C141/B53 and
on the outcrop we measured an axis plunging at 35
towards 133 (Fig. 2; Fig. 3 in Steck 1998). This geometric
feature confirms that the Mogno syncline is situated as an
antiform in front and on top of the Simano nappe and
below the Sambuco unit (cross-section 1 on Fig. 3; Steck
1998: Fig. 3) and cannot be identical with the synformal
Piota syncline of the Valle Leventina at the base of the
Simano unit, as postulated in the models of Grujic and
Mancktelow (1996) and Maxelon and Mancktelow (2005).
This geometric relation, between the Simano and Sambuco
units corroborate the model of the overturned fold hinge at
the Campolungo pass by Preiswerk (1919) (‘‘Die u¨ber-
kippte Tauchfalte am Campolungopass…’’). A large
anticline, the Cana anticline (Figs. 2, 3), situated between
the antiformal Mogno syncline, to the west, and the syn-
formal Piota syncline, to the east, is responsible for the
NW-directed overturning of the frontal Campolungo and
Prevat F2 fold hinges (synformal anticlines) of the Simano
nappe. The Sambuco unit is consequently situated to the
north and on top of the deeper Simano nappe (geological
profile 1 on Fig. 3). Other questions are still open:
(1) What is the structural relation between the Antigorio
and Simano nappes? The cross-sections 4 and 5 on Fig. 3
and the cross-section A–A’ on Figs. 1 and 8 illustrate the
same tectonic position of the two nappes in the alpine
nappe stack. But the two nappes are different in the com-
position of their basement gneisses and especially the
different sedimentary cover sequences. The Teggiolo zone
possesses a typical Helvetic sedimentary sequence,
whereas the Triassic dolomites and the calc-schist of the
Campolungo zone have a Penninic affinity (Table 1).
(2) The limit between the Maggia and Simano gneiss is
defined by the decametre thick band of probable Triassic
quartzite with centimetre (Upper Jurassic?) calcite-marble
layers of the ‘‘Pertusio Zug’’, exposed from Monte Zuc-
chero to the south, to east of Peccia to the north. The
contact between the Mergoscia and Maggia units is iden-
tified between Someo and Brontallo by marble lenses of
probable Upper Jurassic age of the Someo zone. The limit
between the Maggia and Antigorio nappes between Bron-
tallo and Peccia is not defined by Mesozoic sediments, and
is thus uncertain.
Topic B) concerns the internal fold structures of the
Maggia unit. Detailed mapping and analysis of the internal
fold structures of the Maggia nappe indicate the geometry
of a synclinal structure (cross-sections 4 and 5, Fig. 3). The
F4 fold structures of the Valle di Coglio (Giumaglio)–Val
d’Osura and Valle di Salto (Maggia) sections through the
Maggia and Simano nappes illustrated by Steck (1998),
Burri (2005) and unpublished structural data of the Maggia
map sheet of the Geological Atlas 1:25,000 by Paul Gra¨ter
() are shown on the structural map (Fig. 2) and cross-
sections 4 and 5 on Fig. 3, as well as stereogram 2 on
Fig. 6. The Maggia unit forms a big syncline, characterised
by an alternation of second order F4 syn- and anticlines
partly recognizable by the folded Cocco intrusion (Fig. 6,
stereogram 2 , and Fig. 7) Also the northern Sambuco
spoon overlies as synformal anticline deeper Mesozoic
sediments. The depth of the Maggia syncline hinge is
unknown and roughly estimated to be about 5 km to the
east of Someo and Maggia (Fig. 3, sections 1, 4 and 5, and
Fig. 8, section A–A’). The petrological similarity, and the
same late Carboniferous age, of the Matorello and Cocco
granitoids are in agreement with the model that the Sam-
buco spoon and the Maggia syncline are two klippes of the
same Maggia nappe (Bussien et al. 2011). It is suggested
that the SW-verging F4 transverse Sambuco–Maggia fold
forms, together with the frontal, NW-verging F2–F3 folds
of the Antigorio and Simano folds, a type twofold inter-
ference pattern after the definition of fold interference
structures by Ramsay (1967) (Fig. 2). Such F2–F3/F4 fold
interference patterns are common in the region of Sambuco
and Fusio. The bend of the F4 fold axis plunging from 45
east to 30 south in the southern Sambuco unit near Fusio
could be explained by this fold interference pattern. It is
also possible that, in the Sambuco unit, the F4 fold
developed parallel to the pre-existing F2 or F3 fold hinges,
especially in the north-western part of the Sambuco klippe
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(Galli et al. 2007) and that the rheological bending
anisotropy of the folded layer controlled the orientation of
the younger fold axis (Cobbold and Watkinson 1981).
The Lepontine gneiss dome, limited to the southwest by
the ductile Simplon shear zone and the younger Rhone–
Simplon fault, from the Dent Blanche depression, represent
together a late pull-apart structure in a zone of dextral
transpression in front of the Adriatic indenter (Fig. 1;
Table 2). The total amount of SW-directed dextral trans-
lation of the Adriatic indenter against the European Plate,
estimated of over 100 km corresponds to the sum of dis-
placements by the SW-verging Verzasca, Maggia, Ziccher
and Alpe Bosa and Wandfluhorn folds measured of about
30 km, the SW-extension of over 60 km on the ductile
Simplon shear zone and the detachment of about 14 km on
the Rhone–Simplon low angle normal fault (Steck 1984,
1990, 2008; Mancktelow 1985, 1990; Steck and Hunziker
1994). The cooling history of the Lepontin gneiss dome
and its Ticino and Toce culminations since 38–22 Ma is
demonstrated by radiometric cooling ages by Steck and
Hunziker (1994; Hurford 1986; Hunziker et al. 1992;
Rubatto et al. 2009; Fig. 8). The lack of some nappe roots
in the southern steep belt of the Lepontine gneiss dome is a
problematic feature of the Central Alps. This disappearance
can be explained by normal fault removal on the late
Alpine Centovalli and Tonale faults and the covering by
the Pioda di Crana unit and Bosco–Bombogno–Isorno–
Orselina zone of the Ziccher recumbent fold. The structural
map of the Lepontine Alps and cross-sections (Figs. 2, 3)
represent an updated model of the complex fold interfer-
ence pattern of the deepest tectonic level of the Alpine
nappe stack. This model has to be considered as a basis for
discussion and future fieldwork.
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